Performers demonstrate refined movement and vocal skills. These are evident in the use of accents, tonal variety and strong, stylised movements and gestures.

Characters are successfully defined and sustained, however some lack complexity and dimension and focus.

The performers demonstrate a clear intention through their choice of political satire. The group works together effectively with occasional flair in presentation especially in the submarine scene.

Please note that these excerpts are drawn from HSC trial performances and are not necessarily an indication of these students’ final HSC results.

Each student in the group performance is marked on their contribution. As such the performances may not all be on the band cut-off.

This video is an edited version of the full performance. For technical reasons the whole performance cannot be reproduced. This performance was within the prescribed time limits when marked for the HSC.

Note: Although the samples selected represent a borderline achievement for the project as a whole, the students’ performance as measured against any one of the three individual marking criteria may have been noticeably above or below the typical borderline achievement.